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The “Birdseat” Unveiled
A crowd gathered outside the Bunurong Environment Centre on Saturday morning September 17 th
for the long-awaited revealing of ―The Birdseat‖.
Beautifully crafted by Colin Suggett, local sculptural artist, the iconic Shy Albatross was officially
unveiled by Jordan Crugnale, current Bass Coast
mayor and Inverloch‘s local councillor. SGCS
President Dave Sutton introduced Jordan, welcomed visitors, acknowledged Colin‘s work and
thanked others: Dom Brusamarello representing

Inverloch‘s Community Bendigo Bank for their financial support, our hardworking members
(mostly Rod Webster and Mike Cleeland as I understand it - Ed.) who demolished and reshaped
the wall and Leo Lubransky for hours of carpentry
work.
Bendigo Bank contributed $500 and SGCS invests
with Bendigo as they do not invest in the fossil
fuel industry.
I was given the opportunity to explain where
the idea for the project
came from. Like so
many great ideas, it
was somebody else‘s!
A few years ago Jacky
and I went on a road
trip through the USA.
Keen to visit the Everglades we travelled
down through western
Florida to Everglades
City. Only a small
hamlet! Birdwatching
trips were available
travelling on a small
boat through the mangroves which border
the Everglades. The
mangroves form a partial barrier, protecting

The Birdseat getting a workout soon after its recent official unveiling by Bass
Coast Shire Mayor Jordan Crugnale
Photo:- Rod Webster
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this exceptional freshwater habitat from the ocean
and supporting a varied population of coastdwelling birds. as our coastal environment does.
On the wharf was their ―pelican seat‖. We also
discovered that a major concern in this region was
the battle with weeds. Here Australia‘s coastal she
oaks, (Allocasuarina), were having a severe impact
on their barrier islands, while on the mainland
Malaeuca was invading the Everglades!

A lot of work preceeded the installation of the Bird Seat
Photo:- Mike Cleeland

It is significant that we now have a substantially
reduced barrier between the footpath and our
teaching / meeting space. More light, less like a
prison or toilet block! Our garden too should have
greater focus and the Bunurong Environment Centre is now more welcoming and softer to the eye.
I personally would like to thank members who
have supported my vision, replying to the survey,
completing the physical work and keeping faith as
we slowly overcame obstacles in our path. In particular Colin and Leo for their special skill sets and
many hours of work. Also Alison for her exceptional catering skills, on display once again.
So now our albatross looks across the street at the
fish shop with a glint in its eye. Hopefully visitors
who compare their ―wingspan‖ with other coastal
birds will not only have fun but be encouraged to
look for our coastal birds with an enthusiastic glint
themselves.
Rod Webster
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Beach Litter Art Show &
Marine Pollution Education
Exhibition
We have a great opportunity coming up for SGCS
members who are budding artists with a conservation bent! The Bass Coast Shire has funded a Beach
Litter Art Show & Marine Pollution Education Exhibition which will be on in the Wonthaggi Library from
6th January to 4th February, 2017 — Entries are due
by December 1, 2016, with completed work to be
delivered by December 15, 2016. Some of the partners contributing to mounting this exhibition include: Bunurong Coast Education; Friends of Harmers Haven; Clean Ocean Foundation; Australian Marine Mammal Conservation Foundation; Parks Victoria; and Coastcare Victoria.
The art exhibition will be part of Coascare‘s ‘Summer
by the Sea‘ program. Prizes are on offer and the art
show provides an excellent opportunity to educate
the local community about threats to ocean plant
life, marine mammals, fish and sea birds from our
increasingly polluted & littered oceans. SGCS members — with an ‗inner artist‘ — are encouraged to
create art works from beach litter, and we are also
looking for volunteers to help out with preparing the
art works for display between the 3rd and 5th of
January: the exhibition opens on the 6th January. If
you have any interest in helping out with art curation, or would like an entry form, please contact: Helen Collyer 0419 126
752 collyer.helen@gmail.com or Amaryll Perlesz
0417 397 919 aperlesz@gmail.com, both from
Friends of Harmers Haven. Mike Cleeland from
Bunurong Coast Education is convening the educational side of things for the display, so if you have
any ideas in that area too contact
Mike: mikeosaurus@yahoo.com.au

Inverloch Transfer Station (& Former Tip Site) Closure
At the Bass Coast Shire Council Meeting August 17,
2016 the Council agreed to the closure of the Inverloch
Transfer Station. Before and after there has been considerable community angst about this proposal, much
of it ill-informed and hyped up. SGCS has been lobbying for its closure for many years and wrote to Council
before the meeting supporting the proposal.

ous debris into the creek and potentially Anderson
Inlet. This then becomes a greater threat to birds, marine life and humans. Wind-borne plastic and paper
from the transfer station are a constant source of pollution/rubbish into the creeks and reserves.

As Council is aware, both our organisations have been
involved for 25 plus years in the protection, enhancement and expansion of the Screw Creek Nature Park
Reserves. Today, the adjoining reserves of more than
30Ha form a rare remnant of high quality indigenous
vegetation, creeks and landforms.

Closure and rehabilitation of the site will over time
ameliorate many of these issues. The site, when revegetated will form valuable habitat and be integral to
the existing reserves.

Work in the late 1990‘s by 3 PhD students, engaged by
our two organisations, to research the 3 creeks of InFYI, below is a copy of the bulk of our letter to Council. verloch resulted in a thesis titled “Towards a Catchment
Strategy for Inverloch‖. Sampling work undertaken by
Background:
them indicated, at that time, leeching of heavy metals
The Transfer Station and former land fill site directly
into Little Screw & Screw Creek from the land fill site.
abuts Little Screw Creek and Screw Creek. Both creeks We are not aware of any additional, recent studies, to
are part of the Screw Creek Nature Park Reserves
establish if leeching continues.
which have a diverse and unique cluster and range of
The transfer station continues to be a source of weeds
landform and vegetation classes.
that blow into the adjoining reserves and private land,
The reserves provide vital habitat for many indigenous requiring constant attention and expense by all stakebird and mammal species. Located adjacent to Inverholders including our own organisation as we continue
loch Township, the reserves provide a unique opportu- to maintain and enhance the reserves.
nity for residents and tourists for passive recreation,
Recent funding provided to us by BCSC for weed conlearning, science and a sense of remoteness right on
trol and re-vegetation on the landfill site to the east of
the coast, within walking or cycling distance.
and outside the transfer station has been only partly
The Reserves have become a must-see ‗destination‘ in
successful due to factors that include constant weed reInverloch.
invasion from the adjoining transfer station.

The location of the site affords a significant vantage
point that overlooks the reserves to the east and south.
It could, potentially, become part of the Screw Creek
Nature Park ‗destination‘ for tourists in the future.

Our ongoing involvement and commitment over the
years gives us a clear stakeholder interest in the permanent protection and enhancement of the biodiversity
We are aware of considerable community angst over
within the reserves.
Council‘s proposal to close the transfer station. It is
Without our commitment and effort, much of the curour contention that Council‘s proposals, including the
rent reserves would have been lost to development and provision and convenience of the green waste bin, cost
remained in a degraded condition.
savings and a more streamlined waste stream, far outweigh the minor inconvenience of additional travel to
As outlined in the Officer Report, the transfer station
the Wonthaggi transfer station. If closed, there will
and former landfill site continue to have a considerable
need to be a small imposition and behaviour change by
environmental threat on the surrounding area and have
tip users
a major impact on the amenity of the reserves.
We consider that the wider positives outlined above
Issues:
need to be the overarching priority. In addition to the
For many years we have advocated closure and rehasubstantial cost benefits to Council (and the Ratepayer)
bilitation of the former tip and the transfer station as a the biggest benefit is for the environment, biodiversity
priority for the sustainable viability of the two creeks,
and potentially more tourist interest and visitation.
water quality, marine life, and abutting vegetation:
Conclusion:
The site continues to have exposed rubbish that inWe are aware that the EPA requires that the proposed
cludes broken glass, asbestos and all forms of houserehabilitation, raising waste processing standards is a
hold rubbish. The northern bank of Little Screw Creek,
requirement and responsibility of Council, and comwhich is the edge of the land fill, has exposed rubbish,
mend the Officer Recommendations.
including asbestos, which with tidal and wave action
combined with water flow currents erodes the bank exDave Sutton
posing even more material and disbursing the danger3

Phototrap Cameras for Screw Creek Survey
SGCS was very pleased to receive a Coastcare grant
under the title Screw Creek Nature Park, Inverloch:
Baseline Biodiversity Survey & Monitoring. The
project aims to provide detailed data on terrestrial and
aquatic biodiversity within the Screw Creek corridor.
Both infrared and white light flash technology will be
used to enable effective detection and identification of
mammals, reptiles and amphibians. The project will
survey the presence and distribution of flora and fauna
using recognised scientific methodology.

over 20,000 images! Two take coloured images using
white-light flash and the other will not disturb wildlife
as it operates covertly using infrared technology. Usually used to capture images of large mammals and
birds we hope to tailor their use to also detect reptiles,
amphibians and small mammals, applying methods employed by Welbourne at the University of New South
Wales.
We see this as an exciting component of the overall
survey and look forward to involving any interested
people who would like to participate; whether you bring
previous experience in phototrap use or are just keen
to learn.

Survey results will be made available to all potential
stakeholders to improve management of this sensitive
reserve centred around the Screw Creek Estuary, on
Inverloch‘s town boundary and much utilised by locals
and visitors.

Rod Webster

Importantly, the cameras and associated hardware required for effective monitoring, retrieval, storage and
anchoring along with reference materials and acquired
skills will be made available over time for other projects
and groups and also used as an effective tool for community and visitor education on an ongoing basis.
SGCS‘s investment in the Screw Creek Nature Park
goes back 30 years. Screw Creek projects are ongoing
and have achieved significant support and funding from
the community over many years.
SGCS continues to revegetate the understorey and the
open areas of former pasture in the area recently
added to the reserve. This was previously subject to
cattle grazing. Also on the former tip site and around
the waste transfer station that abuts Little Screw Creek
which is anticipated to be closed and rehabilitated post
2017.
Recently an eager group met at Melaleuca Nursery to
set up our three Reconyx cameras for a first trial. Each
is triggered by motion detection devices and can record

Megan and Ed really were excited to be installing the Phototrap!
(Rod‘s irony, not mine. - Ed.)

Here’s how to start living plastic-free today:




Purchase plastic- free toilet paper.




Buy package-free soap for body and hand washing.
Shampoo bars are a great alternative to plastic bottles of
shampoo and conditioner.
Use a package-free salt stone deodorant or make your
own.
Moisturise with oil or find a plastic -free packaged product.
Clean with bulk-bought vinegar and bicarb soda.





Refuse straws.
Use reusable shopping and produce bags.




Carry a water bottle and never buy plastic bottled drinks. 
Refuse disposable cutlery; always carry a set so that
you don’t get caught out.

Buy staples in bulk with reusable bags, bottles and containers.







Refuse disposable cups; sit down to drink or get takeaway in jars or travel mugs.

Buy bread in cloth bags or make your own.
Use containers at the butcher or deli for meat, cheese,
and small goods.
Replace cling wrap with containers, tea towels, plates or
top of plates, or beeswax wraps.

Switch to bamboo toothbrushes and homemade toothpaste.



Grow and make more of your own food e.g. biscuits,
herbs.



Shop less for non-essentials and use what you have
already.
Coastline Magazine - Winter 2016
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Bass Coast Boomerang Bags - Launching 12th November
‗Boomerang Bags‘ is a national community movement
organized by volunteers to sew donated recycled fabric
into cloth shopping bags. Many plastic shopping bags
end up in the ocean damaging marine life so we want
to assist our community to replace plastic shopping
bags with cloth bags.

thony will be returning to Bass Coast for the launch and
to continue his community education program.
The project, which will gradually be expanded throughout the Shire, supports Bass Coast‘s transition away
from single-use plastic bags to a sustainable option.
How you can help

―Currently, only 5% of single-use plastic disposed of is
recycled. Roughly 50% is buried in landfills, a small
proportion is made into durable goods, and the remaining is ―unaccounted for‖ – lost in the environment
where it ultimately washes out to sea through drains
and waterways. In the ocean, sunlight and wave action
causes the plastic to fragment into smaller and smaller
pieces, which result in all kinds of hazards for our marine life.

Collect and donate re-cycled & unwanted fabric eg old
curtains, offcuts
Cut out bags using templates provided for you
Sew bags at home
Sew bags 7 – 9 pm Thursdays at Wonthaggi Community House
Come to our community sew-a-thon on
November 12th between 10.30 am and
4.30 pm at the Inverloch community house
to make a bag (with your sewing machine
if you have one).

―44% of all seabirds, 33% of cetaceans, all
sea turtles and a growing list of fish species have been documented with plastic in
or around their bodies.‖
www.boomerangbags.org

Come to the trivia night & launch at the Inverloch Hub
7.30 pm November 12th

The Bass Coast group is bringing together school students, members of the SGCS, Clean Ocean & Bass
Coast Waste Watchers, Community Houses, a Men‘s
Shed and other community members to source and sew
the bags.

Donations of fabric/material can be left at the Inverloch
Community House or Wonthaggi Community (Mitchell)
House in Wonthaggi.
For more information please contact Aileen Vening
0408 726 717 or email veninga@dcsi.net.au

The idea was brought to the Bass Coast Shire by Anthony Hill from ‗Plastic Pollution Solutions‘ during his
2015 presentations to local schools and groups about
the extent of the plastic pollution in our oceans. An-

Bass Coast Boomerang Bags is auspiced by the Clean
Ocean Foundation.

Planting at Screw Creek
We are again planting at Screw Creek this Winter/
Spring with 3 very successful plantings so far. Our
plantings from last year were unfortunately not very
successful due to the long, dry and unusually warm
spring and summer of 2015.

ganisations purchase, including us, at Melaleuca Nursery (600 infill plants).
Keep a watch on your emails within the coming 23 weeks for upcoming planting days.

Much of the planting we are undertaking this season,
with much improved rainfall happening, is replacement
planting and some infill planting. The infill is on last
year‘s planting on the west side of Screw Creek adjacent to the transfer station.

Dave Sutton

Many thanks to:

 All the many volunteers who help plant;
 The projects committee members who assist with organising the planting days;

 The West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority (3000 plants);
 The Wonthaggi Seedbank and Nursery (600 plants);

Infill panting at Screw Creek, 18/9/2016. 18 volunteers
planted 600 plants in just 2.5 hours including Morning Tea!

 Megan who grows many of the plants the various or5

Vision & Good Governance - elusive ideals
Below is a letter to all SGCS members from Rod Webster, currently Chair of Bunurong Coast Education and
Member of SGCS Inc. Committee (Executive) - Ed.

sources, processes and structures and to look forward by developing strategic plans for the medium and long term.
The society now operates under the generic style model rules
and no longer has the detailed guidance of our old constitution. I believe we are at significant fault in not having established written guidelines and rules to complement the model
rules and to provide officers and members with the necessary
framework to work cooperatively, with certainty and confidence.

Our 40-year milestone is cause to reflect on and to celebrate
the achievements of our Society and also to evaluate what we
are doing now, how well we are doing it and what plans we
should be making for our future.
Educators of today work in a very different environment to 40
years ago. ‗Clients‘ (not kids?) come to them with different
skillsets, knowledge, interests and aspirations. The methods
and tools used by teachers also have changed. New technologies continue to provide different pathways of learning and
challenges for teachers and learners. Bunurong Coast Education looks to use the best methods from the past, use the tools
of today and most efficient delivery approaches in our programs. Still our best motivation is the natural environment
itself, as it always has been. Give people ―hands on‖ immersion in the rockpools, estuaries, fossil pits and coastal woodlands of our world and few remain disengaged. Parents attitudes and fears have also changed. Educators are made more
aware of risks and pressured to achieve more specific outcomes.

A committee can firmly believe it is doing a good job, even a
great one; everyone is very busy doing things, the agenda is
always full, of course we have a clear purpose, we are achieving! Such a committee can be ―managing‖ well but may be
failing badly in its primary role. Governance. There are telltale signs. There may be confusion, lack of understanding,
even conflict about processes or direction. There may be poor
communication between members. There may be inefficient
use of time or confusion about what individuals and (sub)
committee‘s roles are. Significantly there may be no clearly
understood view of where we should be in five or ten years‘
time. The governance of an organisation is different to the
everyday work of the organisation.
Governing is what a committee must do well. Good governance leaves a lasting legacy for its members and the pursuit of
this ideal should be its first responsibility. Good governance is
about the processes for making and implementing decisions.
It‘s not about making ‗correct‘ decisions, but about the best
possible process for making those decisions.

Similarly, as the people and environment of South Gippsland
have changed, so has the SGCS. Some changes, like rising
sea levels are incremental and go unnoticed. Others, influenced by the flow of individuals, by peaks in collective enthusiasm and triggered by confronting environmental issues may
be seen as significant milestones in our history. We, SGCS
Inc., have existed only as our membership at any given time.
And as the skillsets, knowledge, interests and aspirations of
members change, as the physical and political landscape
changes, as the tensions between development, conservation
and sustainability fluctuate, we can never remain the same.
Stating the obvious I guess!

Good governance is widely described as having the following
characteristics. It is accountable, transparent, responsive,
efficient and effective, equitable and inclusive, participatory,
follows the law and has strategic vision.
Government agencies responsible for incorporated and Not-for
-Profit organisations, Governance Institute Australia, Justice
Connect – (Australia wide network of legal bodies operating to
advise the NFP sector) each counsel for the need to clearly
articulate rules and guidelines in writing (‗Governance documents‘, ‗bi-laws‘, ‗operational manuals‘) and to ensure these
rules are adhered to. These secondary rules complement the
model rules, but are no less important than the legislated
minimum requirements. They can be easily changed and
carefully tailored to reflect the special needs and culture of an
organisation. The committee has resisted establishing and
documenting such bi-laws.

Change has impacted on our role in the wider community. A
member can communicate with all other members at the push
of a single button on a phone or computer. Postal communication is almost redundant. Information is readily available on
local issues and global crises. You can take action on saving
the Great Barrier Reef, promoting sustainable living, reducing
coal use, closing the local tip, saving the Strzelecki Koala just
sitting at your desk signing on-line petitions. A result of
change is that some community organisations themselves, or
their procedures and structures may not be relevant or appropriate today. Species must adapt, evolve or die if confined
within a changing environment, so too organisations.

We appear to have no agreed guidelines to define branches or
sub committees nor define their purpose, composition, operations or responsibilities. What is a quorum? How are decisions made? Who can be a member? Recent committees have
neither established sub-committees nor made any appointments. Who can be spokespersons for the society? How
should reports be made available to committee members?
Very clear guidelines existed in our old constitution. Reestablishment of a documented, working governance / management framework provided by such bi-laws is an urgent
priority.

SGCS Inc. has helped spawn a range of special-interest community groups that focus on local issues or wider action;
Friends Groups - Wonthaggi Heathlands, Harmers Haven,
Agnes Falls, Hooded Plover, Cape Paterson, The Prom, IRRA,
etc. - Landcare groups – climate change groups, energy cooperatives. As these groups have blossomed the number of our
branches has declined. Coincidence? Membership remains
high, but what about active involvement in the society from
across the region? Is the limited branch number and geographic coverage actually excluding involvement? Are we attracting young members? How has our role in promoting the
Gippsland environment changed? What form should it take
moving forward?

I believe that each recent committee, (post constitution) has
fallen into the ―management trap‖ described above. It is easy
to do. There are issues regarding our governance that in my
view need urgent resolving.
(continued opposite)

Now would be an appropriate time to review our current re-
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StopPitt – a Sweet Pittosporum control program
The article below is a re-print published in Friendsnet
Newsletter, August 2016 of the Victorian Environment Friends Network This newsletter was forwarded to everyone in August but you may have
missed it. Primarily about the invasion and spread of
Sweet Pittosporum in the Dandenong Ranges, the article also suggests that the commonly held belief that the
species is indigenous in East Gippsland is not correct.
Sweet Pittosporum has also managed to find its way
overseas and to Western Australia where it has also
become a serious invasive weed. It’s well worth a
read.

cluding eucalypts themselves, is their last - unless we
StopPitt. Collaboration with Professor Ros Gleadow, of
Monash University, who predicted this outcome in the
1980's, presented these Citizen Science data in a research paper to the Weed Society of Victoria in 2014
(published in Plant Protection Quarterly in November
2014). This led to a Federal grant of $42,000, just four
months later, for StopPitt to explore a control programme in Menzies Creek. Another Federal grant of
$250,000 followed recently, so that the programme
could be expanded into the heavily invaded corridors to
Cardinia Dam and to Selby, South Belgrave and Upwey.
That grant has also funded the appointment of Matt
Dave Sutton
Stephenson, the immediate Past-President of the Weed
A new organisation has emerged recently to tackle this Society of Victoria, as StopPitt's Project Manager.
widespread issue - with the appropriate name of StopPitt. Its history goes back to the 1940's when there
was ONE Pitto (Sweet Pittosporum – Pittosporum undulatum) tree in the entire village of Menzies Creek, in the
Dandenong Ranges. Seventy years later, there are now
up to 10,000 per hectare, forming canopies under
which there is no diversity. Significantly, there are no
eucalyptus seedlings under these canopies.
These observations led to a Citizen Science Project at
the Menzies Creek Primary School in 2011-12, which
revealed a gender ratio of 20-30% female and 70-75%
male, so for effective control of this invasive tree weed,
only the female trees need to be controlled, thereby
saving millions in costs across the country. That study
also provided a trunk circumference/age relationship
(2.6cm/yr), so populations could be aged and the invasion rate determined. The invasion from that original
tree (planted in about 1925) has reached Cardinia
Dam, suggesting a rate of about 80m/yr - although the
intervention of bushfires suggests that the rate has
been closer to 240m/yr since 1983.

Almost zero biodiversity under a Sweet Pittosporum canopy
at Menzies Creek in the Dandenong Ranges

Sweet Pittosporum has now developed into a serious
invasive weed tree. It evolved in the SE region of
Queensland and subsequently migrated down the cool
valleys along our east coast to Gippsland. It then appears to have developed a more invasive form as it
moved further west. This invasive form has been distributed by the nursery industry (even back along its
Weed Survey data from the Yarra Ranges Council
earlier track through NSW), to Tasmania, and across
showed that several Pitto invasions now surround the
Victoria (south of the Dividing Range), to the Adelaide
Dandenong Ranges, while data from Parks Victoria and
Hills of SA and as far west as possible in Australia, to
Melbourne Water indicate that large areas are now covMargaret River in WA. It has reached Mauritius, South
ered with young populations of Pitto. These populations
Africa, South America and the USA.
are consolidating and when they meet, their canopies
will coalesce; the total replacement of our diverse
In Jamaica, it has claimed its Central Blue Mountain
eucalyptus ecosystem by the mono-cultural Sweet Pit- Range, while in The Azores, it now covers 60% of its
tosporum ecosystem is under way. The current genterritory. It has now reached Portugal, so it's on its way
eration of plants within our eucalyptus ecosystem, into China . . . . We do need to StopPitt!
(continued from previous page)

Governing / managing an incorporated association is the responsibility of an elected committee, thus accountable to its
members. Appointees have no vote. Committees operate
best where they are large enough to incorporate a variety of
perspectives and skills in order to meet obligations, without
being too large to be effective.

I encourage members to consider these issues as we move
towards our next AGM. Motions may be presented to change
our Association‘s Rules. They should be scrutinised very carefully. Rule changes should be avoided if intended outcomes
are better met by inclusion in flexible bi-laws.

Regards Rod Webster
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I/We
Of
Email address (please print clearly)
Wish to renew my/our membership
Wish to apply for membership
Wish to make a donation
New members to be nominated and seconded by a member of the S.G.C.S.
Membership Subscription



Send cheque or money order to:
S.G.C.S. Membership Officer
P O Box 60, Inverloch 3996

Family

$27.00

Single

$20.00



Pay with cash or EFTPOS at the BEC,

Concession - single

$15.00



Or pay on-line (current members) to:BSB 633-000 A/c No141390898 (Note your name).
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